
THE RECENSIONS OF THE SAGA
'TOGAIL BRUIDNE

1. The composite text of 'Leabhar na hUidhre9.
Of the older tales, which have come down to us, the legend

of the sack of DaDerga's hostel is, next to the 'Tain', the most
ambitious and epic in structure. The form in which we have it
represents an intermediate stage between the unadorned, terse
style of the oldest tales, and the rhetorical methods of the twelfth
century senchaide, as exemplified in the 'Tain' and Togail Troi in
the Book of Leinster. Unlike these, 'Togail Bruidne Da Derga'
for all its diffuseness of narration, seldom degenerates into bombast;
except in the interminable description of the rooms of the Bruiden,
the narrative is spirited and continuous, with occasional passages
of singular beauty, not UD worthy of the legend they embody.

Though probably later in form than the 'Tain', the legend
of the tale has been generally recognized to be of an even more
archaic origin. Eoin Mac Neill has pointed out, that here we
have Tara recognized as the seat of the king of Ireland, while
in the later tales it is a place of minor importance, until the time
of Cormac: here, too, we have the peculiar relic of totemistic
usages, and strange beings of another world with powers of
enchantment. We may observe too the absence of any mention
of druids1), who play a part in all later legends of enchantment.

It is unfortunate, that Stokes, in editing this tale, should
have worked chiefly from a manuscript, which, in addition to being
incomplete, represented in many ways later recensions and obvious

») That is, except in the Eg. version and the Dindshenchas. Note how in
the story of the Tarbfess interpolated into Serglige Con Culaind from our
text, the man who chooses the king at the least, becomes, in accordance with
later ideas, a druid. - .
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interpolations: the only manuscript moreover, that was already
accessible in facsimile. For this reason probably, since the
researches of Zimmer and Nettlau, this text has been left almost
unstudied for nearly twenty years.1)

The recent discovery by Mr. Best of the interpolating hand
in 'Leabhar na hUidhre', has, however, thrown much light on the
various recensions of the tale, and cleared up definitively the
relationship of that MS. ̂ ith Egerton 1782: a later scribe has,
as Mr. Best shews, erased the original text, and written in the
principal additions of the later Egerton recension. It is thus
possible also to revise Stokes' summary of the MSS., as follows:

The descriptions in § 112 to § 125 (LU p. 93, 94) are added
inLU by the later hand: therefore in 'Lebhar Buidhe Leacain*
we have the original text in its entirety; the sole complete copy
of the story. Similarly, the Stowe MS. is complete save for
the loss of one folio at the end. The fragment in the 'Book of
Fermoy* is. continuous. Here may also be noted that the remscela
mentioned by Stokes as preceding the text in ' Egerton 1782',
have been printed, as a recension of 'Tochmarc iCt ine', by
Windisch in his 'Irische Texte' vol. I.

It is curious, that the text presented by the oldest manu-
script LU is, without exception, the least archaic. In addition
to the interpolations of the later hand (called by Best H), the
evidence of the other MSS. shews clearly that the original scribe
M el Muire mac Ceilechair introduced frequent additions of his
own. Thus LU 83a45 (ed. Stokes § 26) reads: Is iat dodroni
in smuit-cheo druidechta sin din biih. siabrai: fo bitJiin arrocor-
pait gessi Conairi: against all other MSS. (including Eg., Stokes
p. 153), which have: Is e ri insin long side siabrai din bith: this
is established as the correct reading by a sentence in the
supplementary note in LU itself (manu prima), which is taken
partly from this tale, and partly from the short summary in
'Lebor Dromma Snechta'. This runs: Ecmaing ba tir dudlotar,
ar is Ίιέ ri insin loingside siabrai.

In the light of this example we may fairly reject, on the
evidence of the later MSS., §§ 68 and 69 (LU 87 a 2 to 10),

x) Exception must of course be made of Mr. Lloyd's admirable study of
the topography of the piece, entitled Tracht Fuirbhthen ('Eriu' vol. 2).
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§ 149 to § 153 incl., §§ 159, 160, 163, 164, and § 168: together
with many readings obviously late in form, and minor moderniz-
ations. Nevertheless, as the earliest version, *LU has preserved
in some places the original reading, where Stowe andLBL offer
more modern forms.

.The close agreement of the various MSS. makes it probable
that all are ultimately derived from the same original copy: this
is especially notable in the obscurer pieces of retoric.

The Stowe MS. shews a text with a certain number of
obvious niodernizations: for instance § 48

LU: ar nach - bar - accaister as'tir.
LBL: ar nachabaccastar as'tir.
St.: na faicther sib don tir.
Eg·.: ar na aiccithir sib do tir.

Here LBL preserves the correct reading. So too (§ 52)
LU: conecsetar\ LBL, Eg.: condecdaiar; but St.: 7 indisit (leg:
co n-ecdatar). Instructive also is § 66:

LU: Bä he mo lithsa, for Ingcel, combad se no beth and 7 robad
orgain fo araile insin.

LBL and : Ba he mo lithse bid he docorad and. Ba he orcuin
fon ailiu.

St.: . . . combad he notecmad arm. Ba argain mar a cheile he.1)
Eg.: comad he notocrad ann innocht.

Where however St. omits to modernize, it reads sometimes with
LU, sometimes with LBL. Thus St. with LU against LBL:
§ 23 n. 1, § 27 n. 8, § 28 n. 5, § 28 n. 13, § 35 n. 8, § 39 n. 1,
§ 43 n. 4, § 79 n. 14 &c.2) Agreement of St. and LBL is still
more frequent against LU, but in neither case can the variants
be called negligible; it may therefore be fairly concluded, that
St., LBL and LU represent independent copies of one original,
and hence that the consensus of two of these three represents
the reading of the original.

Two readings which confirm this view may be cited here:
§ 23 n. 1:

*) Other instances of paraphrasing in St. p. 45 n. 2, 9.
2) References to the footnotes and paragraphs of Stokes* edition:

I omit mere correspondences of spelling.
14*
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LU: Is i orcain tue a ainfSii dosom: conid si adaig· andsin rocurthea
a mathair 7 a athair 7 a secht nderbrathir.

LBL: Is i orcain tue Ingcel do adaig rocuretha a mathair 7 a athair
7 a seacht nderbraithri.

Eg.: Is i imorro argain tue Ingcel doib .i. adaig rocuirthea a
athair, &c.

H: Is i orcuin tilg Ingcel doip agaid rocuirthi a mathair, &c.
St.: Issi orcuin tue a ainfen do, adaig rocuirthea a mathair 7 a

secht nderbrathir.

Here LU and St. alone read a ainfen against Ingcel of H,
LBL and Eg.; this being evidently an error for ainsen 'ill-luck'.1)
Clearly then the MSS. have a common archetype, whose blunder
is perpetuated in LU and St., whilst the others have substituted
Ingcel for the incomprehensible ainfen.^)

Again § 28 n. 13 LU reads hi sedgregaib oss η-eng, while
for the last word LBL has n-ecennsa, Stowe necendas no neng*).
This whole passage is imitated from the obscure list of gifts in
the 'Amra Con Koi', where this phrase is also i sedgregaib oss
n-eng. It seems probable that St. has kept the original error
with its correction, whilst LBL has adopted the correction, and
LU omitted it. And so with many other variants, in which each
of these three MSS. sometimes follows one and sometimes the
other, the explanation can ,only be that they are independent
copies of one archetype.

2. The recension of Egerton 1782.
The text offered by Egerton 1782 is, as Stokes and Nettlau

have shewn, that of a second recension. It opens on fol. 106 r
Έαί ri amra aireagdai i n-airdriglie for TiErinn .i. Eocliaig Aireanili
with a version of the 'Tochmarc Etaine'. This is printed as a
second version of that tale by Windisch (Irische Texte I 128);
he omits, however, to point out that it is not an independent
text in the MS., but has been grafted on to. the text of 'Togail
Bruidne DaDerga' and forms the beginning of this recension.

*) This explanation I owe to Dr. Bergin.
2) Note how even in this sentence St. agrees first with LU against

LBL, then vice versa.
8) Eg. has neng. .
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It has-been shewn in a paper on these two versions of
'Tochmarc Etäine' (ZCP IX 353) that the Egerton version of
'Tochmarc Etäine7 is founded on that preserved by LU-LBL
with addition of the story of the Finding of E tain from.'Bruiden
Da Derga' (§§ 1, 2, 3 ed. Stokes =. § 3,4, 5 in Windisch's 'second
version'), and a prose summary of the Dindshenchas poem on
Bath Cruachan. The Finding of Etäin is therefore not an inter-
polation, but part of the original tale, to which the version of
'Tochmarc Etäine', and the Cruachan story have been :— not
very skilfully — prefixed *). ^ .

The Cruachan-story ends Eg. 108 v bl ocus ~bui [sc. Etain]
i ngradhutbh ri JiErind (sic) .i. a cceimcheli graduch dinguliala
budh dein: then, attempting to account for the confusion of Eochaid
Airem and Eochaid Feidlech, .i. hie Eochuith Airemh: ocus is he
in tEchaid sin, robui .xu. bliadna hi richi nErenn, gur rusloiscc
teni hi Fromainn. Conid lii Serclighi Ailellu ainm in sceuil sin,
ocus Tochmarcc Etainiu.

Then comes an attempt to harmonize the tale, by making
Mess Buachalla daughter of a second Etäin, whose mother was
the Etäin of the preceding tale2): and a statement that Conaire's
gessa were violated and ruin brought upon him by the sithcJiaire
Muigi JBreg, to avenge the destruction of Bri Leith and the rescue
of Etäin by Eochaid ar iogail Sri LeitJi ocuss ar Etain do tJiaphuirt
as dEcliaid Airem ar ecin. With these words the introduction
concludes3).

Thence the text of 'Bruiden Da Derga' is taken up; the
passage may be quoted as illustrating the method of recension:
(Eg. fol. 108 v col. b 1.19 = LU ed. Stokes § 4).

Ocus tue Cormacc iarsin ingen Echacft .i. fer na tri mbuad in Cormac
sin. Leicith Cormac iartain in ingin, ar ba hamrit acht mad ingin rue do
Chormac iar ndenam in brothchain domhert a mathair di assin thsith. Is

*) This explains also the confusion of Eochaid Feidlech and E. Airem.
2) Here again Eg. interpolates from the older tradition: in the Dind-

shenchas of Rath Esa and the very archaic legend contained in the genealogy
Do Shil Chonairi Moir this version occurs, but there E tain's daughter· is
named Ess, or Esa.

3) Here too (fol. 108v col. 1.9) ends Windisch's transcript: the next
line beging Ocus tue Etain &c. as printed below: I give it, as it bridges the
gap between Windisch's transcript, und Üint of the Eg. version of §§4,5
printed by Stokes ed. p. 151.
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annsin atbert si fria mathair: 'Is cuil dorata dam', ol si, 'bid ingen noraber'.
<Ni ba baa son, biaid taigid ri f wirre'. [§ 5 ed Stokes] Dobeir Cormac iarum
aridisi a mnai: ocus bai a riär-sidi ingen na mnao (!) ro leicith rempi do
marbadh. Nir' leig Cormacc iartain in ingin d' altram dia mathair. Nos-
berat iarum da mogaid &c. (the rest printed by Stokes, Appendix p. 151).

Thence the text proceeds, as in the other MSS., with verbal
modernizations, alterations und additions, but obviously based on
the same version.

The next addition of v importance in Eg. is the interpolation,
after § 26, of the version of the Druim Snechta text, which occurs
independently in LU. It would seem that this short note, a
recension of the old and obscure text derived from the Druim
Snechta codex, gave rise to this recension of 'Brniden DaDerga',
which we have preserved in Eg. 1782, and in the interpolations
in 'Lebar na hUidri'. In its original form, as we have it in
other MSS., the text seems akin to the original idea of the story
of 'Bruiden DaDerga7 — for instance, the words ho tarfds do
indred caich mennota seem to contain a reference to the mysteri-
ous agencies which prevented Conaire from reaching Tara —
akin but not identical in its earliest development. The redactor in
paraphrasing this text seems to have read the phrase lert trogain*)
as meaning that Conaire was fey (tru troclia), and added — after
the fore-tale in 'Tochmarc Etaine* — in consequence of the de-
struction of a Sid by his father Echaid Airem.

This may have been the original purport of the legend: its
present form is confused, and out of harmony with the fore-tales
in various points; but as it stands, the older recension simply
relates how Conaire, having violated his first prohibition to save
his sons from death, was forced to break them all, and so came
by his end: the idea of the vengeance of the siabrai seems to
originate with the later version of the * Druim Snechta' text,
and to have been grafted thence on to the saga by the com-
piler of Eg.

Comparing the examples given in our first article, it will
be seen that, allowing for the modernizations, Egerton 1782 re-
sembles 'Leab. Buide Leacain7 in its readings.. An examination
substantiates this throughout: the Eg. recension is based on a
text from which LBL is derived. Note, for example, besides the

l) It seems to mean 'whom sunrise overtook': cf. Corni. s. v. trogen.
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instances already given, that Eg. omits with LBL all the inter-
polations of the LU text, except those of the H hand: further
§ 92 n. 5 it reads Corpre Müsse with LBL-St. against C. Findmor
(LU): §„35 Duind Desscoraig, Eg. and LBL against D. Tetscoraig
of H, St., LU: with LBL, § 29 (encliomla against oenchomlaid LU;
so garsecle with LBL for garsele LU; cornu p. 94 n. 11 with LBL
for the cernu of the other MSS.

This affinity is established by further testimony. In LU
we have the text of ^Bruiden Da Derga7 in conjunction with its

% fore-tales 'Tochmarc Etaine': that this was the original collocation
is proved by the sequence of glossed fragments in the H. 3.18-
glossary (the fact that these fragments regularly read with LBL-
Stowe against LU clinches the matter1). But in LBL we have
preserved only one of the foretales: which is the one which Eg.
incorporates into the beginning of his recension. It is thus almost
certain that the compiler of the Egerton recension (to which the
H interpolations belong) worked from the MS., from which LBL
is directly derived, containing a complete text of the 'Bruiden
Da Derga' but only one of the stories of Etäin. This is attested
by the absence of any independent reference to the other rem-
scela in Eg.

It would seem therefore that the redactor, finding the refer-
ence to the remscela in the Druim Snechta text as accessible to
him, set to work to reconstruct them from the 'Rath Cruachan'
poem with the assistance of his own recollections of references
to the Etäin-cycle, scattered through the Dindshenchas.

Two further additions in the Eg. recension are of importance:
the first is the long passage § 1122) to § 125 in Stokes' edition
containing the description of the rooms. This is interpolated
by H into the text of LU fol. 94 , .

The second is of more interest: § 163 runs in LU: Atbath
dano Le fri Flaiih mac Conaire fo oxail JUaicc CecJit: to which
H adds (in rasura): ar roleg brutk ? allus in miled lie. This is
a doublet of the original account in § 156 which has simply:

J) It may also be inferred from the iarna remscelaib.oftht later version
of the Druim Snechta text.

2) § 112 has been missed out by Eg.
3) The two versions with the interpolation by H come out clearly in

pi. VII of 3Ir. Best's article.
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docer in mac foa cJioimm. The interpolation of H is taken
from the Eg. version of § 156: 7 docher in mac boi fo choimm
A. bruth in miled rosmarb cona tarras acht a cnama lomma,
γ rocuirseom a cnama fan talmain M Mai g Cnamroiss. -

The concluding words shew clearly that here we have an-
other loan from the Metrical Dindshenchas, where Eath Cnamrossa
is said to be so called, from the shower (fross) of bones (cnama)
which fell from Mac Cecht's shield after Le had literally melted
away. One is glad that this extraordinary piece of bombast
did not form part of the original tale.

It is unlucky that both the Dindshenchas poems, which the
compiler of the Eg. recension has utilized, are undated: if we
could fix their period, we should have a fair criterion for dating
both the compilation of the Eg. version, and the interpolations
in 'Leabhar na hUidhre'. Something can perhaps be gleaned
from the fact, that, for the beginning chapter, the prose Dind-
shenchas of 'Kath Cruachan' has been drawn upon.

The final chapters of this recension are printed below in an
appendix: partly to shew the close affinity with the LBL text,
and also to clear up the confused critical apparatus of Stokes'
edition. The LU copy is heavily interpolated by both scribes
towards the end, and a folio is missing from the Stowe copy:
Eg. here supplies a useful criterion to check the readings of
LU and LBL. Whether the other texts in Eg. 1782 shew a si-
milarly close relationship ^ith those of 'Leabhar Buidhe Leacain',
I cannot say: the reverse seems to be the case in the copies of
the 'Tain', according to Thurneysen's analysis ZCP 9, 426i): the
matter belongs to an investigation of the whole body of saga
contained in all three MSS., and cannot here be dealt with.

To sum up then: the recension contained in Eg. 1782, to
which the interpolations by the later hand (H) in 'Leabhar na
hUidhre' belong, is based on a text of the older prose closely
akin to 'Leabhar Buidhe Lecain', in which, as in that MS., only
one of the five foretales was preserved. This foretale of Etain's

*) LU in the 'Tain' agrees with Eg. but has occasional corrections after
LBL. It is of course perfectly possible that the redactor worked from different
copies: thus Thurneysen shews ('Zu Ir. HSS.' 1, 2) that the copy of the 'Tain'
in H.I. 14 is an independent version, whilst the remaining texts are copied
directly from Eg. 1782.
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wooing by Ailill has been incorporated into the Eg. text, together
with a prose version of the Dindshenchas of Eäth Cruachan, to
introduce that alteration in the plot of the tale, suggested by
the recension of the 'Druim-Snechta' text, (as LU99a) which
is inserted after § 26. The description of the rooms of the
Bruiden is extended by twelve chapters, and these have been
interpolated into the LU-text by H. Lastly, the story of the
death of Le fri Flaith has been altered in accordance with the
Dindshenchas of 'Kath Cnamrossa', a detail which has also been
thrust into the LU-copy; the affinities of LU with Eg. 1782 are
thus superficial; confined to these rough interpolations of a later
hand: in their main text the two MSS. are absolutely independent.

3. The Text of tfCin Dromma Snechta5*
Some notice may here be taken of the. text adapted from

the curt summary of 'Lebor Dromma Snechta', which has in-
fluenced the recension of Eg. 1782. It occurs LU p. 99«, and the
first part is interpolated after § 26 in Eg. The first part purports
to give the explanation iarna remscelaib L e. from the foretales
of 'Tochmarc Etaine', and the preliminary account of Conaire's
king-making in the 'Togail Bruidne' itself. (Note that here is
used the form Ui Derga from the 'Druim Snechta' account.)
Thence it proceeds with Slicht na Cini beos to give the rest of
the 'Druim Snechta' version. The list of prohibitions here given
is identical with that in 'Togail Bruidne7 § 16, with the addition
na fuinmilscd gata suggested by the Gatsatside na teora gata ar
in noenfer ... co n-accaitis. . .. cia domain doairgebad don rig
in gat inna flaith: 'they thieved three thefts from the same man
... to see ... what harm would come upon the king from thieving
during his reign' of § 18.

This is all interpolated by way of explanation: but by good
fortune, the 'Lebor Dromma Snechta' version has been preserved
for us in its true and archaic form. In this we find absolutely no
reference to the destruction of the Sid and the idea of vengeance
exacted for it.

It begins (I cite Thurneysen's ed.) as the LU-Eg. version
Conaire mac Mese Buachalla is lie ortce i mBruidin Ui Derga:
Then the curious sentence omitted in the later version: 7 -is e
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dodifeith (?)1) trogain: γ la Tie fieri trogain tar Brega, ο do-arfas
do indred each mennota. Cetna-conranaic Bruidin Ui Derga, confiu
i suide, γ conibo hinde ortce 'Conaire son of Mess Buachalla, he
it is who was slain in the Hostel of Ua Derga and it is he whom
sent trogain (?) and it was he bert trogain across (or past) Bregia,
when the destruction of every dwelling was manifest to him. The
Hostel of Ua Derga was the first he reached, so that he slept
there, and there it was, he was slain'.

What is the meaning of dodifeith irogain and lert trogain?
Cormac gives (glossary s. v. n. 1216 ed. Meyer) trogen .i. gein 7
trog .i. turgabail na grSne, j as geinitliir a ruithni riasin gre~in
isin matoin: trogen that is gein 'birth', and trog ('to foal'), that
is the sunrise, and thence is born the glow before the sun in
the morning*. This seems to mean that trogain means 'sunrise'.
The sentence is obscure, but I think we may take it to refer to
the prohibition of Conaire in the archaic text in the genealogies:
Facbait airmit fair A. na funfed j na taurcebad grian fairsium
a Temraig^ 'they lay a prohibition upon him [sc. Conaire] that
the sun should neither set nor rise upon him out of Tara':
the words tar Brega seems to refer to this, that he should
not have slept a night outside of Tara. The 'destruction of every
dwelling' is surely explained by the nem tened of § 25, which
made Conaire go southwards: in the Dindshenchas we learn
that the Cloenmila Cernai had laid waste all Bregia. 'So that he
slept there', this seems also to emphasize his staying a night
abroad.

There seems to be an echo of this in the prohibition Ocus
nir* echtra each nomad n-aidche sech Themair: 'and let him not
go forth every ninth night from Tara' in 'Bruiden Da Derga'
§ 16. Further the curious word airmit iprohibition' occurs here
and in the Do Sil Ghonairi text (cited above) in identical con-
text2): note too that the sentence in that text Ocus is lie ri
bertatar siabrai hirrige has a direct echo in 'Bruiden Da Derga'
§ 26: is he rj iarum longside siabrai a rrige: unquestionably points
of contact with the later working-out of the saga.

*) Sic ed. dodafeith E dodieich H dofeith N; or is this a relative form
to -tudicli ef. Thurneysen, 'Hdbch.', where a verb dofeith 'he goes' is given?
('Hdbch.' § 808). The text is edited 'Zu Ir. HSS.' 1, 27.

a) Bid si do airmitiu .i. do ghes § 16 of 'Bruiden Da Derga'.
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Looking at the text of 'Cm Dromma Snechta' apart from
the interpretation of the later redactor, it seems evident that in
outline it is the same as that developed in the 'Togail Bruidne':
the remainder runs: 'Maine Millscothach mac Use Aurbaith, Grer
mac Use Neca, and the three sons of Ua Toigse1), 'twas they
who slew him, by counsel of Angcel Ua Conmaic; their rapine
was repaid upon them, when they had wrought destruction to
their desire amongst. AngcePs (people) in Scotlandl Ger mac Use
Necse granted him as a favour that they would wreak any
destruction with him in Ireland that he might choose. When
Maine Millscothach said 'twere pity to-slay all that, were in
the house [i. e. the Bruiden], then Aingcel appealed to the truth
and honour of Ua Necae. Three fifties was their number at the
destruction. They came to Albu to wreak their rapine there,
for the grasp [i. e. might] of Conaire would not allow them to
wreak it in Ireland. Between Cualu and Albu is the Hostel of
Ua Derga'.

This shews variations in detail on the elaborated saga,
yet it is substantially the same; and no doubt a forerunner
of the well-known redaction represented by LU and LBL: here,
as in many other 'Druim Snechta' texts, we have probably one
of the original shapings as Thurneysen suggests, of the body of
saga-literature represented in its later and more defined develop-
ment and common to the family of MSS. which has preserved it.

4. Further MSS. of tfTogail Bruidne Da Derga'.
The remaining MSS. six in number, are of minor importance2);

no classification of them can be attempted from the scanty material
supplied by Stokes' collation, although their evidence must be
carefully weighed, before any attempt can be made to date the
text, or reconstruct it to its original form. They all follow
the older version: not one presents a text like that of LU or
Eg. 1782.

*) Thus LU: Ν has Ta\rr8\gh\ H, Bathaisi (an obvious substitution
from * Bruiden Da Derga1): E Toisich: both E and Ν seem to offer adaptations.

2) One may add to the list given by Stokes two folios (4 and 5) re·
presenting §§1—18 of the edition in MS. Add. 33, 993, British Museum.
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Of critical value for the text are the glossed extracts in
the glossary of H. 2.18, which Stokes has given in some number
in his Index, inasmuch as they cover the entire text. They agree
closely in reading with LBL. As this MS. contains a glosses from
the complete 'Tochmarc Etäine', of which LBL only knows a
single episode, it may be regarded as independent of that MS.
but of the main branch of MS. tradition.

The tale itself, even in its original form cannot lay claim
to any very great antiquity. Zimmer and Nettlau have demon-
strated the compilatory nature of its structure, and the many
L version -doublets' it contains. Add to this the contamination
with legends of the Ulster Cycle;'the introduction of the Ulster
heroes Cuscraid (§ 114), Conall Cernach (§ 147), the Fir Falgae
(§ 130, cl'/Tliurneysen ZCP 9, 202), and others (§ 129, 130); the
obvious imitation of the 'Amra ConKöi' in § 28: the description
of the horses in § 51 seems to be adapted from the conventional
'rhetoric' about the steeds of CuChulaind1); and curious feature
of shifting "colours about the hair of the king's son, which forms
part of the description of Cu Chulaind in the 'Tain'2): furthermore
the reference to the Berserkir of the Norse tales (in § 43); all
of which we may fairly consider as shewing a late or derivative
tradition, and pointing to a period of composition of no very
early date.

For determining such questions as these, however, the text may
best be studied apart from the interpolated versions, from 'Leabhar
Buidhe Leacain', which as well as preserving the sole complete
copy, represents a version free from interpolation, and keeps in
many respects the most archaic text: the version moreover
under which the saga was currently known, and exercized its
literary influence3). Historically also it represents the older
tradition.

*) E.g. in the 'Tain' the Fled Bricrend, and. the Siabarcliarpat.
2) Usually in the rhetorical formula e. g. * Tri fuilt batar air: donn fri

toind, croderg ar medon, mind orbuidi ardatuigethar*: TJBC ed. Strachan-
O'Keeffe 2025.

3) The Leviathan (§ 56) may also be borrowed from Norse tales. At
least one Norse loan-word occurs: ecgi § 128 (so Kuno Meyer EC. 12, 462):
the others seem, however, to belong to the interpolations. Compare, however,
alchaing (in the later language faighleann) 'rack' (§ 55).
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It is right, in conclusion, that some tribute of respect should
be paid to the achievement of Whitley Stokes. It was no small
undertaking to edit a text of this description with its many
corrupt passages and deliberate obscurities. His text and apparatus
criticus leave, it is true, much to be desired, but both by his notes
and his index he has done much to clear up obscure words and
phrases; while, despite the cumbrous text from which he worked,
his English rendering is accurate and flowing; reproducing well
the spirit of this strange violent legend, with that touch of beauty,
which he alone knew how to impart.

Appendix (ad 2).
The following is a transcript of the last page of the Eg.

copy fol. 123 v.: from this will be seen the close resemblance to
the copy in LBL. The first three lines contain the end of the
'rethoric' printed by Stokes p. 144: ... diambad i mbethu beind.
Fo. F., thence it continues (= Stokes § 157):

Luid Mac Cecht iarsin i ndiaid in madma. Ni torchair tra acht
uathad mbec im Chonaire .i. .xu. fir, 7 ni mor ma roela fer innisti seel
dona fiannaib robätar ic dul for bruidhin, bale irrabatar .u. mile cot .7. .x.
cet in cech mili .i. ni terna dib ass acht oencuiciur .i. Ingcel, 7 a da brathar
Echell. 7 Dartaid na Dibergi, 7 da Ruäd Roirend rocetgonsat Conaire. Ros-
laided tra iartain in cath co combagach fortren ferda feramail . Mac
Cecht 7 o Conall Cernach mac Amargin, corodithait. 7 corodithlaithrigit
isin cath mor iar matin, corominaigit. 7 coroloiscit a louga .i. la Mac Cecht
7 la Conall hi ndigail a tigerna. Mairg maidm 7 echtrann irrabi in diäs
degaid! [§ 162] Intan iarum roboi Mac Cecht for altaib isind armaig hicind
in treslai. conaca in mnai secha. 'Tadaill lat a bean chucam!' ol Mac
Cecht. 'Ni laimim a dul', ol in ben, 'lat' urgrain 7 t'omun.1 'Roboi
huair damsa amlaid sin, a bean', oil Mac Cecht, '.i. mo grain 7 m'omuii
ar neach; acht chena ni agaraso ni, y.notgeibim for fir m'eneich'. Tic
in ben 'na arrad iarum. 'Noconetarsa', ar Mac Cecht, (in cuil no in
corrmil no in sengan, nomgeib isin crecht'. Eccmaing ba mongach mactire
robui and corrici a da gualaind. [Eg. 123 v col. b = Stokes § 162] Rongab
in ben ar erball ocus dosreuga asin crecht, 7 dobeir Ian a crais ass himach.
'Is [sengan sentalman am auisin!' ol in ben. 'Tunga do Dia,' for Mac
Cecht, 'niba mo limsa, andas cuil no corrmil no sengan'. [§ 164] Roelaid
datto Mac Cecht ass sin, cia fofuair mor nimnid and. Rosiacht ass dano
Conall Cernach, 7 docuatar tri .1. gai isin laim immboi in sciath. Luid
iarsin coranic tech a athar, 7 leth a sc^ith ina laim, 7 a claide6, 7 bruirech
a da gai; cotarrla do in tathair in udorus a liss. 'Itatin [sic!] luätha
coin rotrebathar, a macän', for a athair fries. 'Issed roboi docomruc fri
ocu on, a sendlaich', ol Conall Cernach. 'Scela lat dino Bruidni Da Derga!'
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olAmargin, 4n beo do thigerna?' 'Nocon beo imorro ol Conall. 'Tonga
do Dia a tongee mo tkuath, is midlaechda don fir dodechaid ina bethaid
ass iar facbäil a tigerna la naimtiu i mmbas.' 'Nidat bäna mo chrechta

, a senlaich', ar Conall. Rothocaibh a laim sceith do: tri .1. crecht
robui fuirri. 'In sciäth tra ised roimditnestar in lam [sic] sin'; ar Conall,
'in lam dess imorro roimbred fuirriside, uair nat raibe sciath. oca imditin,
co füllet tri cet fercrecht fuirri. Bocirred imorro ind lam sin, 7 roath-
chumad, 7 rocrechtnaiged 7 rocriathrad, acht na feithe oca cougbail frissin
corp cen etarscarad na lame fris. . . .

... [= LU 99 a] Th£ rest is missing, owing to the loss of
the next folio.

Bournemouth. Lucius GWYNN.


